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Integrating Creative, Critical, and Historical Thinking through Close Reading, Document-Based Writing, and Original Political Cartooning

John H. Bickford III
Eastern Illinois University

Historical thinking, an unnatural and developed skill, is foundational for both civic involvement and social studies education. To facilitate students’ historical thinking, teachers can draw from a myriad of discipline-specific close reading strategies. History literacy stratagems can be adjusted for learners both young and old; teachers can target a specific heuristic or address a distinct barrier to understanding. Whether termed content area literacy strategies, close readings, processes, and simply methods, state and national education require students to scrutinize complex, diverse, and, at times, competing texts. The education initiatives assess students—in both history/social studies and English/language arts non-fiction curricula—on their ability to extract, employ, and cite newly generated understandings within discipline-specific writing tasks.

To foster students’ criticality and historical argumentation, teachers can employ specific history-based assessments. These assessments tend to fit into one of four categories, each of
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which has positive and problematic elements. Traditional test items evoke students’ criticality and are efficient to grade, yet promote a single answer paradigm that does not necessarily accommodate the discipline’s nuance. To address this quandary, Bruce VanSledright proffered weighted multiple-choice items (WMCs) where increasing degrees of correctness are rewarded with more points. Traditional test items and WMCs evoke criticality, yet do not elicit historical argumentation. Document-based questions (DBQs) and single account interpretative essays (SAIEs) both compel historical argumentation in distinctly different ways. In a DBQ, students broadly evaluate and connect an assortment of interrelated primary sources. SAIEs, sometimes termed historical assessment of thinking (HAT), require students closely inspect a single historical document. Whether analyzing a single source or many, DBQs and SAIEs (sometimes termed HATs) compel students to explore fresh documents, juxtapose newly developed understandings with prior knowledge, and engage in historical argumentation. DBQs guide students’ critical and historical evaluations of the divergences and convergences within multiple documents, yet DBQs can perhaps overwhelm students who are given a large, overarching question with a collection of sources. SAIEs and HATs, it has been argued, guide a closer reading and evoke a more refined answer, yet perhaps cover less (figurative) ground. Each history-based assessment, thus, has distinct positive and problematic elements.

These history-based assessments, however, all share two problematic and unmentioned characteristics. They do not position students to creatively demonstrate newly generated understandings, the highest level of criticality. They also do not incorporate media and technology, which has strong potential to hook elementary and high school students. Here, I
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propose a three step approach to integrate history-based reading with written historical argumentation and technology-based creative expression in order to evoke students’ creativity, criticality, and historical thinking. The first step is to incorporate evocative, accessible, and complementary texts.

The Texts

One cannot overstate the importance of selecting engaging texts that curiously contrast. The twin text approach juxtaposes no less than two distinct, interrelated texts and, in doing so, positions students to engage in close readings—or intentional scrutiny of all elements—of each text. Scholars encourage pairing non-fiction with historical fiction,21 narrative with expository,22 textbook with primary source,23 or trade book with primary source.24 The teacher can select competing or divergent texts.25 Competing texts have “distinct disputes...[and] quarrel when read in concert”;26 divergent texts are two non-intersecting narratives that share the same historical backdrop.27 Whether competing or divergent, teachers should consider the historicity and accessibility of their selected, complementary texts.

Textbooks are common and comprehensive in coverage, yet costly, shallow, frequently written at or above grade level, sanitized of controversy, and bereft of competing historical interpretations.28 Content analyses of textbooks have identified stark omissions and historical misrepresentations.29 Primary sources—essential for historians—are subjective, incomplete, and

muddled, especially when removed from their historical context; students can be taught to consider context and degree of corroboration as they scrutinize for authorial intent, credibility, and bias. Primary sources were typically written by and intended for adults, sometimes in cursive, and often with esoteric language; teachers, therefore, should modify the length and language to age-appropriate levels. Primary sources are free and widely available in various digital repositories like The Library of Congress. Trade books are relatively cheap, digestible, and readily available as dozens, if not hundreds, of titles cover a single topic. Researchers, though, have identified various historical misrepresentations, both conspicuous and obscured.

While no textbook, primary source, or trade book is without an imperfection, the twin text approach positions students to discover and question their similarities and differences. The twin text approach fascinates, focuses, and forces students to carefully consider what is included, how it...


is included, and what is omitted. Selecting evocative, engaging, and complementary content, positions students to engage in the close readings prescribed within English/language arts and history literacy branches of Common Core along with the disciplinary literacy element of the C3 Framework. While teachers have an array of discipline-specific close reading strategies, typical history-based assessments largely do not evoke creation, the highest level of criticality, nor do they incorporate media and technology. In the subsequent section, I detail an integrated approach that combines students’ historical argumentation with creativity, criticality, and historical thinking.

The Tasks

After close readings of complementary texts, teachers should position students to engage in critical, historical, and creative thinking. To do so, assign multiple, interrelated activities in which students articulate, support, and refine their understandings. Just as close readings of twin texts enable students to distinguish nuances, integrated assessments—like document-based writing and original political cartooning—enable students to first formulate and then creatively express their newly generated understandings.

Document-Based Writing

To elicit and integrate critical thinking and historical argumentation, teachers should guide students to historicize a primary document or historically scrutinize a secondary source. In the former, students historicize a primary document by identifying its source, the source’s credibility and biases, the context in which it was produced, and if it has been corroborated by other, similar sources. In the latter, students evaluate the historicity—or historical accuracy and representation—of one of the previously-scrutinized, age-appropriate trade books or textbook.

The assigned tasks align with the work of historians and compel both critical thinking and historical argumentation through writing. In each document-based writing task, students critically evaluate one history-based text in relation to another (or others) using diverse historical thinking skills. In both, students support specific claims with germane evidence derived from diverse readings. These could be produced in a traditional five-paragraph essay, or in a question similar to those posed within a DBQ, SAIE, or HAT. The key is for students to formulate, and cite the origins of, their newly generated understandings. The document-based writing that emerges becomes a foundation for creative expression. The student-created products, or original political cartoons, are then both assessments of individual students’ learning and teaching tools for whole class discussions.

Original Political Cartooning

Original political cartooning (OPC) enables students to creatively demonstrate novel ideas constructed from critical and historical thinking.38 Professionally-developed political cartoons provide an interpretation-only framework that limits students’ criticality39 in ways similar to the single-answer framework manifest within WMCs and traditional test questions. Through OPCs, students achieve the highest levels of criticality.40 Furthermore, educators can redeploy individual students’ OPCs as teaching tools for large class discussions, which facilitates the interpretative dialogue.41

Students should first rely on an evaluative statement—derived from their document-based writing—about the historical topic. The evaluative statement is akin to a thesis sentence; originating within the aforementioned document-based writing, this evaluative statement has already been grounded in understandings derived from close readings of the texts. Students then create a concept map with the evaluative statement at the center and evidence-based supporting statements positioned appropriately. At times, students are faced with a nonfigurative or abstract concept they difficult to articulate concisely or through visual representations. A substitution list—derived from cooperative brainstorming—enables students to replace complex, abstract concepts with concrete imagery.42 Adolescent students are adept at locating and modifying germane web-based imagery, in part, because it involves “uncomplicated technologies and erstwhile aids”.43 (Teachers should accommodate accordingly for younger or inexperienced students.) Figure One, Original Political Cartoon, is an illustrative example; this is also a representative sample taken from an 8th grade classroom.
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Students’ OPCs represent creative expressions of newly generative understandings. To distinguish students’ intent and effort, teachers can require students to detail in writing the messages encoded through symbolism and integration of text and visual imagery. It would perhaps be problematic to grade students’ creativity, the complexity of their creative expression, or the novelty of their creativity; contemporary education initiatives, however, prescribe text-based writing. Teachers should instead assess students’ critical and historical thinking through the historical argumentation emergent within document-based writing. Figure Two, Document-Based Writing, is an illustrative example of one 8th grade student’s historical argumentation; it corresponds directly with Figure One, Original Political Cartoon.

My evaluative statement is that women, especially in the south, made big contributions to the war effort. They were more than just housewives and were just as patriotic as the men (1). I wanted to show what the women did, because southern women actually did a lot for the war and it wasn’t just the men who fought (2). To show this, I used primary historical sources. First, I chose stereotype image of a southern woman with her husband (3). I then crossed that out because this was a stereotype but wasn’t true for all southern women. I also took an item that symbolized women and being rich, which was the pearl necklace (4). I then crossed that out too because this wasn’t for all southern women. To show how real women acted against the stereotype, I choose Belle Boyd. She was female spy for the Confederacy (5). To show she was patriotic, I made her image blurred so you could see the flag through her like how it was in her blood (6). And, I used some sarcasm with my sentence to show that many people believed that the southern women did nothing when they actually did a lot. But, I also wanted to show what they were fighting for, and that was to keep their traditions and slavery was a big part of that.
used an image of a slave family (7). This wasn’t crossed out because this was real and not a stereotype. And, I wanted to show who she was supporting, and that’s the Confederate troops (8). It is to show some of the things the women did in the Civil War like nursing, which is shown in the ambulance wagon (9).
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Figure 2. Document-Based Writing.

This student’s historical argumentation has many positive attributes. First, the student clearly articulated a thesis sentence, which was grounded in understandings derived from close readings of secondary sources. Second, the student supported the thesis with primary sources. That the student engaged in close readings of diverse texts was apparent. Third, the employed sources—both primary and secondary—were reputable and appropriately cited. Viewed cumulatively, this student ably formulated an understanding derived from analyses of diverse sources. The student’s critical and historical thinking were both conspicuous and aligned with
disciplinary literacy expectations. Finally, the historical argumentation was not a conclusion of thinking but a springboard for creative expression, which manifested within the complementary OPC.

Conclusions and Considerations

State and national education initiatives prescribe diverse thinking using age-appropriate content area literacy tasks for all grade levels. Reading informational texts for Common Core English/language arts non-fiction align with the history literacy elements of the C3 Framework for all grade levels. History education researchers encourage teachers to intentionally integrate content, methods, and assessment in discipline-specific ways. I proposed here a fusion between scrutiny of juxtaposed texts, evidentiary writing, and creative expression of newly generated understandings. This model elicits students’ history literacy through close reading and text-based writing; it evokes students’ criticality through both historical thinking and creative expression.

I targeted specifically middle level and secondary students, though this three-step approach could be abridged for younger students. Age-appropriate texts, additional writing scaffolding spread over more days, and explicit technology instruction are a logical starting point to nurture younger students. The ubiquity of technology along with the increased importance for younger students’ non-fiction reading and text-based writing add luster to this approach for teachers of elementary students. Similarly complicated and technology-based approaches for historical argumentation have drawn favorable reviews from young students. Teachers, though, should remember that Bruce Fehn’s and Kimberly Heckart’s digital documentary-making with third graders relied on constructing and logically sequencing an argument; the visually encoded messages within OPCs rely on creative integration of textual clues and symbolism. Young students might find symbolism, especially, to be quite cumbersome; the reading, writing, and technology will likely prove less complicated.
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